Teaching and Learning This Half Term
Autumn 2 2018
Year 5- Miss Blyden, Mrs Roddy and Mrs Bishop
NUMERACY

LITERACY
-Guided reading weekly.
-Library weekly (Thursday).

BB5- I can read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognise years written
in Roman numerals.

-Spellings (Wednesday).

BB9- I can identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor pairs of
a number, and common factors of two numbers.

-Improving quality and quantity of
writing.

BB10- I know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors and
composite (non-prime) numbers and know the prime numbers to 100.

-Focus on the writing of:

BB21- I can round any number to 1,000,000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1,000,
10,000 and 100,000.

 Descriptive writing
 Poetry
 Narratives

BB50- I can identify, describe and represent the position of a shape
following a reflection or translation, using the appropriate language.

Values & RE



 Forgiveness
Was Jesus the Messiah?
Daily collective worship

PE

ICT

Mondays and Fridays

Coding- Scratch and Purple Mash

Outdoor- Team Games

Word processing/PowerPoint

Indoor- Dance

IPAD’s for numeracy & topic.

TOPICS
Jazz!
Map Mania

MUSIC

GEOGRAPHY

Was Jesus the Messiah?
Mayans
HISTORY

Vive La France

RE

MFL

CLASS ASSEMBLY
At St Thomas’ we value the link between home and school and we recognise parental support it vital to a child’s progress and
education.
Below are listed some of the ways you can help:






Encourage your child to complete our 9 Grid homework every week. They will have a booklet for each half term.
Discuss your child’s learning and topic work and ask about their Always Badge.
Use the resources provided on the Year 5 website page to do extra learning on our topics.
Your child will need his/her planner everyday so that we are able to keep in contact and it must be signed weekly. This
is checked during their Guided Read. Library day is Thursdays and spellings will be given out and tested on
Wednesdays.
Your child needs to wear full PE kit for indoor and outdoor PE on Mondays and Fridays. Come to school in full PE kit.
Black pumps should be brought in a drawstring bag and kept in school.

Thank you for your support and should you have any concerns or queries please feel free to make an appointment to see
me before or after school.
Miss Blyden

